J. Miscellaneous

J1

Item Description
Baby Play Mat

Benefits
-Safe place for babies to play
-Bright & stimulating colours

Cost
50p

J2

Cot Risers

-For babies/ children prone to chest or reflux/colic
problems risers to height of one end of the cot

50p

J3

Baby Scratch Mittens

-Perfect for babies who have itchy eczema & want to
scratch.

50p

J4

Baby play nest
A self-contained play environment
for babies and toddlers with
textures, patterns and sounds to
explore

-Multi-sensory features help stimulate touch, vision
and hearing

50p

J5

Bumbo

-Supports your baby in an upright sitting position for
maximum comfort

50p

J6

Calming Clipper Haircutting kit for
Sensory Sensitivity

-Replaces the noisy electric clipper with scissors
guarded by guide combs

50p

J. Miscellaneous

J8

Item Description
Houdini Stop! Harness
It consists of two simple clips joined by a
length of material. The clips connect onto
the existing car seat straps

Benefits
-Prevents child from taking their arms out of their
harnessing.

Cost
£1

J9

Neck Support Cushion
-Fleece covered

-Helps support the head in car seats, buggy’s & in
aeroplanes
-Especially good for those who have a tendency to be
‘nodding dogs’

50p

J11

Vibration Watch

- up to 8 daily alarms can help remind with toileting
or medication

£1

J12

Dinner Winner Plate

Bright, cheery and absolutely tons of fun, with each
food compartment having a different motivating and
fun phrase to encourage little eaters.

£1.00

J13

Selection of Toddler cups
Cleaned & sterilised, but we
recommend sterilising again before
use.

For those trying to get their toddler from the bottle to a
cup! Borrow these to find out which your toddler would
use!

50p

J14

Neck Support Cushion

-Helps support the head in car seats, buggy’s & in
aeroplanes
-Especially good for those who have a tendency to be
‘nodding dogs’

50p

J. Miscellaneous
Item Description

Benefits
The perfect introduction to astrology for children,
perfect for exploring the night sky and learning about
the solar system.

Cost
£1

Karaoke Machine

Easy to use, encouages creativity and confidence. Fun!

£2

J17

Maclaren Major Pushchair

Developed for an older/larger child who has difficulty
walking

£2.50
(£10
deposit)

J18

Easy Grip Childrens Cutlery Set

Designed to give a comfortable grip, while also making
cutting easier, for those who find it difficult to grip
ordinary cutlery. Special indents to allow for accurate
finger control.

£1

J19

Easy Grip Childrens Cutlery Set (white)

Designed to give a comfortable grip, while also making
cutting easier, for those who find it difficult to grip
ordinary cutlery. Special indents to allow for accurate
finger control.

£1

J20

199 Things in the Garden

Full of illustrations of things you might find in the garden
or park.

50p

J15

Star Gazer Telescope

J16

